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Foreword
The field of mental rettudation, particularly the educational aspects, has

moved ahead with amazing rapidity during the past decade.
Education is purported to be a lifelong process for adaptation or change

re, lting from one's reaction to situations or stimuli. With reference to this
concept, vie in the State Department of Education are grateful for a special
education enabling law that gives latitude for change. These early lawmakers
had sufficient vision to provide a broad framework for functional program
standarL in all areas of exceptionality.

Most educators are aware that the mentally retarded are lot a total homog-
enous group but have individual needs and abilities, too. These standIrds
of prognim operation for the various levels of mental retardation are written
with the educational needs of thr children in mind. Through field testing and
direct input by the teachers and administra'ors, A is hoped that workable guide-
lines have been developed in order to produce better learning and teaching.

JAMFS E. MARsinfax, Director
Division of Special Education
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Preface

Current trends in education administration require accountability. Program
development, then, moves 1-eyond that of numbers of service units and/or
numbers of children and youth served. This extra dimension in program
development is that which specifie-, what service will be provided and a plan of
implementation. Therefore, numl)ers cf children and youth served and/or
numbers of organized programs is not sufficient evidence of administrative
responsibility for complying with the education mandate. In short, admin-
istrative guidelines in education must show what change is desired and a
frameworl- within which this change can be brought about by joint state and
local effort.

Becate:e of the bove facts, program guidelines, related supplementary
literature, and field procedures for the program area of mental retardation are
and will continue to be field developed with consideration for:

1) range of administrative organizations for service programs which are
eligible for approval in order to provide for differences as well as simi
lariti^s in all areas a the state,

2) planning by objectives in order that state and local objectives may la",
relate'] :et permit. local and/or regional &sign of objectives which are
based on the unique needs of the service area,

3) upgrading of instruction through implementation of new technology and
procedures,

4) strengthening of existing and developing raw local and regional leader-
ship personnel with greatest emphasis on the teacher as an agent of
change.

5) coordination of effort in order that practice and piocedures of all areas
and regions he awitable for strengthening programs on a statewide basis.
and

8) minimum standards for program approval order to guarantee some
degree of quality with provisions for assisting schools in exceeding the
sited minimum requirements of program operation.

Piogram organization es outlined in this manual has resulted from one-to-oae
consultation with a geographic sampling of local superintendent;, directors of
special educatio.i, coordinators of programs in mental retardation. teacher lead-
ers, and teacher trainers. In addition, working copies of sections of the manu-
script ,ere presented to inrervice training groups of teachers, directors of special
education, teacher trainers, ehd representative of the Kansas Association for
Retarcinl Children for tlieir reaction and/or recommendations. Establislir "nt
of a relationship between public school programs and residential programs was
accomplished through the use of the first copy of the manuscript in reaction ses-
sions with education staff in a residential setting in developing program scope
and sequence and related learning centers.

Special recognition and appreciation is extended to the many local class-
room teachers, teacher leaders of curriculum study groups, directors of special
education, coordinators of programs for mentally retarded, and school super-
intendents who as well us teacher trainers and lay groups provided specific
suggestions and/or reactions to the approaches and concepts being developed
while the manuscript was in preparation. Since it is not possible to include
a listing of all who provided this type of assistance, special recognition is
being given to those who assisted during the final phases of writing. Individuals
who worked to finalize the manuscript ware Raymond Feltner, Director of
Special Services, Hutchinson, Kansas, who was chairman of Kansas Council
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of Administrators of Special Education; Elwin Cabbage, President, Kansas
Association for Retarded Children; and staff of the Education Department,
Kansas Neurological Institute, Topeka, Kansas.

NIAACUERITE THORSELL, Director
Prog :ams and Cunio.tlyrn Development

in Mental Retardation
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PART IProgram Organization
Program Philosophy and

Major Goal
The structural framework for a compielse..sive state-

wide mental retardaticn education program is given in
the philosophy and relied major program goal. This
statement defined the role of education in statewide
mental retardation planning. Since its inception, it has
appeared in related department literature.

Siotement of Philos,)phy
Education is that process which helps the individual

acquire knowledges cad skills necessary to understand
his environmen; ai.d to identify parts of his environment
which can be changed to make living more pleasant
for himself and others. The individual then utilizes
these acquired knowledges and skills to formulate and
4mplement approaches to bring about changes in his
environment and to make adjustments to those parts
which he cannot change.

Education's role with the mentally retarded becomes
special in that the individual has an additional problem
that of his handicap, mental retardation. As a result,
he is limited in the amount, depth, and types of knowl-
edges and skills which he can acquire and use effectively.
This quantity and depth affects his ability to analyze Olt,
situations in which he finds himself in his environment
and hts creativity of thought which is required to bring
about environmental changes. Therefore, the special
education program becomes that of a planned structure
to prepare the individual to adjust to and make minor
changes in his multiple environments rather than to at-
tempt to bring about major environmental changes.

This statement emphasizes that professional educators
must assume a major responsibility in the education and
training of the retarded individual for both his present
and future independent, semi-inclependent, en semi-de-
pendent role in society. Special education teachers of
the mentally retarded maintain daily contact with the
individual over a period of years. They therefore become
the representatives of the professional discipline in the
best strategic position for making the greatest impact on
the individual's education and training.

Molar Program Goal
The major program goal Is to ass::: the individual in

the development of a repertoire of behaviors for a semi-
independent or independent role in society (educable)

7

and/or a semidependent role in a sheltered environment
(trainable). Each phase of the program is concerned
with a problem-solving approach that is directly related
to Jong-range goats and to adult li:ing. The curriculum
should emphasize, the reinforcement of processes, con-
cepts, facts, values, and skills in multiple environments.

Administrath'e Structure
Administrative levels extend from pre-school through

post-school programs for adult living. The philosophy
and overcli program goal provide the framework in
which the administrative levels of instruction can be
developed. Each administrative level of instruction
represents only one part of the total education service.
Therefore, each special education -acher shout] relate
the program which they provide to all other insunctional
levels in the adminlstrative organization.

Administrative levels of instruction designate the range
of environments in which most individuals at that level
should be expected to functian with some degree of
independence. In addition to the learning situations
in which the learner is striving for independent behavic-,
he will also require instruction in siThations in which he
may be functioaing on a dependent or semi-dependent
basis. Therefore, at a given time each learner will
exhibit dependent behavior in risme situations, scud-
dependent behavior in other situations, and independent
behavior in yet another set of situations.

Administrative levels of special education are impor
tant to curriculum programming; but the number of spe-
cial age groupings may vary within a school district or
cooperative district arrangement Areas with a large
concentration of mentally retarded may need to organize
as many as six levels of instruction for the educable
mentally retarded school age learners and four or five
levels for the trainable. An area with a smaller mentally
retarded population may need only three levels for the
school age educable and two for the trainable.

Regardless of the number of levels established, the
local administration should work with the available staff
his own or that of a larger coopciative multiple dis
trictto provide the most realistic program unit possible.
Educational a....,-,4nes for a district may then result
tluoug'a cooperative program arrangements with other
districts. The location of attendance centers in coopera-
tive programs should depend on population concentra-
tion, and shortest and most coio,enient means of trans.
portation for individual lea.ners, and facilities that at
least meet the minimum stand,, rd.
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Scope and Sequence Outline of Administrative
Levels of Instruction for the Educable Mentally
Retarded

PreschoolChronological age five or less

The learrer in his immediate environment. Emphasis
is placed on relationships to specific things, people and
places through the use of language and sensory motor
actions.

Primary Level IChronological ages 6-9, possibly 10

The learner in his immediate environment of home,
school, and his immediate surrounding neighborhood.
Emphasis is placed on auditory and visual perception
(both gross and selected fine sensory motor skills), initial
academic Allis, and related practical aspects of daily
living.

Intermediate Level H
Chronological ages 10-12, possibly 13

The learner in his widening community environment
of home, city, or region. Concentration is placed on be-
ginning phases of more independent movement in the
larger community, the development of fine sensory motor
skills, and basic academic skills which reinforce the
practical aspects of daily living. It is at this level that
the greatest concentration is placed on the acquisition
of basic academic skills.

The individual in a rural arca relates to objects, ele-
ments, events, or circumstances on a regional basis much
earlier than the individual residing in a city or a large
suburban area.

Junior High Level III
Chronological ages 13, 14, possibly 15

The teenage learner in his larger community cnviron
'Lenthome, community, region, state and nation. Em-
phasis is placed on more independent reinforcement of
academic and social skills in various environments, be-
ginning phases of work experience activities in on-
campus situations, and participation in specialized areas
of the regular school curriculum chosen on an individual
basis.

Senior High Lev,' IV
Chronological ages 15 or 16.18, 19, possibly 20

The senior high level a transitional program for the
older teenage learner. It moves him from the structured
eduutdonal setting to ..nere Independent adult living
through s program which previews adult living in the
larger community. Emphasis is placed on the continua-
tion of individualized enrollment in selected specialized
courses in the regular school program, selected pro.
grams using adult living behavioral objectives in prac-
tical aspects of daily living, and work-study and/or
specialized job training skills which prepare the learner
for entering the world of work.
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This change of emphasis requires that the senior high
program move (torn the limited scope of a work-study
program to adult living. Work-study should continue to
be one phase of the program but not the major focus.
As one part of the total structure, it will be emphasized
later in the high school program. It must also continue
as a part of the postsehool program if it is to be of salue
to educable mentally retarded persons.

Postschool LevelChronological ages 19, 20 and above

Postschool education deals with learners as adults in
the larger community. It emphasizes selected specialized
vocational training beyond that previously taken, and
adult training in night or day school for special problems
related to independent community living. These courses
could be part of a specially-developed regular adult
education program.

Scope and Sequence Outline of Administrative
Levels of Instruction for the Trainable Mentally
Retarded

PreschoolChronological ages 3-4, and 5

Emphasis is placed on personal development in a de-
pendent environment. The student learns daily living
situation relationships through verbal communication
and gross sensory motor activities as \veil as tactile,
auditory, and visual perception.

The daily living situation relationships are concerned
with things, individuals, and places in the learner's en-
vironment and his relationship to them. Although formal
training must be highly structured, it should provide op-
portunities for the learner to semi-dependently explore
his environment. This approach permits reinforcement
of the learrer's knowledge, skills, and related concepts.

Part of the training shou'l he provided in a specially,.
designed instructional setting; but if it is to be meaning-
ful to his daily living, there should be opportunities for
reinforcement in other surroundings. This reinforcement
should be provided in the home and immediate com-
munity of the learner.

For the very young, the program should be provided
by a discipline other than education or a joint arrange-
ment between education and another discipline. It
should be conducted in a range of activity areas, both
indcors and out. Time areas should provide opportu-
nities for large gross sensory motor development, indi-
vidual as well as group activity, and phantasy play for
language experiences and sensory motor development.

CHU en's Program Level (
Chronological ages 5 or 610, possibly11

Emphasis is on the learner in his immediate environ-
ment and his relation to persons, situations, and things
with which he has daily contact. Most important is the
development of selhelp skills; oral communication, tac-



tile, visual and auditory perception; and sensory motor
skills. Since this level provides the basis for the highly
selective academic program at the net level of instruc-
tion, there should be a highly structured sequential pro-
gram leading directly into a limited program of academic
skills.

Sensory motor activities continue gross motor develop-
ment, but tlney should also move toward developing finer
motor coordination. The activity situations should use
higher mental processes, i. e., sorting function or kind;
marching by form or shape as related to single word or
phrase configuration; discrimination as to size, weight,
sound, and amount. Other fine sensory motor activities
not as closely related to a higher mental process are but-
toning, fastening, tieing, lacing, latching, closing, zipper-
ing, stirring, cutting, coloring, and beginning writing
through tracing and reproducing shapes, forms, and lines.

Middle Years Program Level 111
Chronological ages 11 or .2-13 or 14

The Middle Years Program Level II is concerned with
learners in a semi-dependent role in the larger com-
munity. It continues the higher development levels of
previous inegiamming but initiates basic academic skills
fcr semi-dependent living and individual movement in
problem situations in both the immediate and larger com-
munity.

Basic academia skills include development and caan-
prehension of a sight vocabulary related to experience
chart stories, labeled items and objects in the educational
setting, pictured and written directions, and beginning
readers. In mathematics, instructien includes practical
use of the number concepts of money, time (clerk nd
calendar), grouping, and size and amount. The anage
arts continues to emphasize oral communicatat i and
listening skills but also stresses writing names, simple
problems, and words, phrases, or sentences which have
meaning to the individual.

The continuation of sorting, matching, c.ainparing, and
assembling should be accented as well as practical arts
which stress creative mental development in the use of
a range of media.

Teenage Program Level Ill
Chronological ages 14.16 or 18

The Teenage Program Level l ii is a transition program
which moves away from the more structured semi-de-
pendent role of education. In this transition phase, the
learner must recognize the need for special assistance
in speciac situations and his responsibility for learning
how and where assistance Is available. The learner will
be capitalizing on previously laarned skills and concepts
relating to his general knowledge of his environment and
his ability to move with independence within it.

Educational training assists the learner in comprehend-
mg a larger sight vocabulary for labeling and describing.
Mathematical concepts involve acquiring expanded skills

related to the use of money, time, size, and amount. This
level places emphas:s on the ability to listen and con-
vert instruction into "doing" skills. EarV learning i5

reinforced as the learner moves toward a more indepen-
dent activity and action which provides a preview of
adult living in a dependent or semi-dependent environ-
ment.

At this level, workshop personnel aid c,iueation per-
sonnel should work closely to determine winJ potential
and the need for additional training prior to or during
the beginning of workshop participation. The length of
time in the education program will depend ni din learn-
er's ability for movement into both the a, n,k training
and employ .nent phases of workshop acti. ily.

Poctscho'sit Adult Living and Sheltered
Work ProgramOlder teenagers and adult

In the postschool program the learner nerves fall time
in a highly-structured and supervised wnik iiiogram
which includes the sheltered workshop and sheltered
community situation. The extent to w1Jkli car indi
vidual participates in the sheltered workshop activities
or the structured community work situation depends on
his ability to function at or near a semi - independent
level. Members of this group should live in dependent
or semi-dependent living situations. Work should either
be in a sheltered activity program where produation is
not a major emphasis, a semi-dependent sheltered werk
situation where production is important, or community
work. Recreation and leisure are part of the living
situation raid community activities.

The major responsibility at this le \ A rests with a disci.
[dine other than education, There needs to be a plan for
some continuing education other than that directly re-
lated to specific job skills. Education might establish an
approach similar to adult or basic education courses.
This approach could result in evening :Twit iction iu
selected areas or short duration instruction within a
sheltered workshop setting.

Administrative Organizational
Variations

A wide range of administrative organizations arc cur-
rently in existence in programs approved for both the
educable and trainable mentally retarded. As the total
practice of the education and learning process undergoes
change, variations of the existing patterns will probably
be developed further and totally new forms of organiza-
tion will emerge,

The following descriptions of personnel who would
provide the education service program include position
responsibilities. These responsibilities determine the
form of administrative organization to be established.
Perhaps only a limited number of school districts or
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cooperative multi-district programs woild utilize most
of the suggested staff positions. lira administrative
organization if the state pr6gram must provide a struc-
ture within whicf each district or cooperative groups of
district could plan. The total state program must
give an over-,4ew. Each area must consider its own
geographic and regional characteristics; population dis-
tribution; comrr anity interests, pressures, and ideals;
and financial abilities and resources. These will ulti-
mately decide ihe area programming.

To initiate new types of administrative organization
other than those rresented here, a written request must
bo submitted by the administrative unit of the local
school district or cooperative district administrative unit.
Thus, consultation and plannig become part of the joint
efforts of the local district and State Department of Edu-
cation, and quality educational services for the mentally
retarded are maintained.

Teacher Organizational Unit

The; teacher of the mentally retarded is the key percon
in the professional group of specialists in the program.
Whether the program provides for one teacher or a team
group of teachers under the leadership of a master
teacher, it is the teacher who is the o:ganizer and man-
ager of the instruction and learning process as well as the
total program or education.

This administrative arrangement is similar to the pres-
ent program organization; but the movement toward a
clinical approach to learning requires more from the
teacher. The most obvious difference is that the clinical
approach requires the teacher to establish the readiness
level for each learner's entry into the learning situation
under consideration It also requires that the teacher
make on-the-spot r valuations necessary for making
changes while instructi:n and learning is in process.

Single Teaching Unit. One teacher may organize and
manage the program within an instructional setting using
a minimum of four to Mx areas of learning. This arrange-
ment is similar to present organization. However,
clinical teaching in problem situations requites that more
small group instruction replace total group instruction,
and that change results from instant feedback from
teacher and learner evaluation. More small group in-
struction replaces total enrollment instruction. Prefer-
ably, classroom size for a single teaching unit should be
1,200 square feet, a minimum of 900 square feet.

One Teacher Unit with AM.. ?a a one-teacher unit
surpitmented by either a part-time or full-time aide, the
teacher 53 the organizer and planner. The Aide provides
a supporting role in the follow-up activities for reinforce-
ment at or near the same developmental level of behavior.
This is provided in both salmi and community settings.
Within this structure, the Lacher may give initial instruc
tion for one group while the aide provides supportive
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reinforcement to a single individual or to groups working
ta yard more independent individual behavior. Accord
ing to staff reports, this arrangement gives individuals
chance to progress toward independent behavior at
faster pace and with greater efficiency.

Programs for trainable mentally retarded may use more
than one aide per teacher if the teacher 1) has had prior
experience with trainable, 2) has progressed through at
least ha'f the subject and field area of training require-
ments in the area of specialization and/or is participating
in in-service training of statewide curriculum develop-
ment and instructional improvement program, and 3) if
an organized program of training is provided for the
aides.

In rural areas where transportation distances are great
for the young educable mentally retarded, an aide allevi.
aces some of the problems resulting from a wide age span
at the elementary level.

The door space minimum for one teacher and one aide
is 900 square feet. If one teacher and two aides are
working together, there must be a minimum of 1,200
square feet. Suites of rooms the size of two ord ,ary
classrooms are preferred.

Special request for increasing the ratio of aides to three
per teacher in programs for the trainable may be sub-
mitted in writing to state office personnel to determine
approval prior to filing an application.

Team Teaching Unit. Perhaps the most common but
the most loosely structured practice of the team teaching
unit is found w here two programs are housed in close
proximity. Learners move to different looms and teach-
ers for specific study. This approach does permit each
teacher to concentrate on one or more specialized types
of instruction and frequently provides both male and
fiariale adult figures as part of the educational experience.
The basic difficulty is that it does not provide true team
teaching but an approach more closely related to de-
partmentalized instruction of regular education.

In a more realistic approach to team teachinja a highly
competent teacher serves as lead teacher of the team. A
suite at least the size of two da. rooms could be used as
an instructional setting with a large number of learning
centers to permit flexibility.

At the secondary level for educable mentally retarded,
there may be a staff of two teachers, one work placement
specialist, and one or two aides, as in the demonstration
program at Tcaaeka High School. The 1 rger staff is
helpful at this level since learners and staff are outside
the instmeti alai facility for many learning experiences.

A team of teachers plus aides may be used for the
trainable mentally retarded. Howc ver, multiple teacher
aad aide staffing is feasible only in a facility devoted to
a total educational program. It is not recommended for
the trainable in a typical one-classroom setting in the
mainstream of the regular school routine.

to



Itinerant Teaching Unit. The itinerant teaching unit
may be provided in large population areas for upper
ability educable mentally retarded who have shown that
they can adjust to the routine of regular education. The
organization should be flexible to the extent that learners
in special education programs may move to the itinerant
program and vice versa.

Itinerant teachers are more than just consultants to the
regular teacher. They should devote time to the learner,
providing instruction stressing individual skills and pro-
cedures of study as well as educational facts, skills, knowl-
edges, and related concepts. The itinerant specialist
must work closely with the regular teacher in order to
coordinate educational behavioral objectives. This pro-
gram complements the regular instruction and may as-
sist many upper ability learners in profiting from enroll-
ment in the regular education program.

In isolated rural settings, the itinerant teacher arrange-
ment could be used to provide for educable mentally
retarded where sufficient numbers cannot be identified
for the establishment of other types of program organiz.
tion. Rural area itinerant programs would serve a wider
ability range and should provide service to the secondary
age educable as well as the elementary age educable.

As a supplement or supportive service to the regular
education program, the itinerant program is not recom-
mended for the trainable at this time. It is more realistic
to consider weekly boarding arrangements with the N,cry
young trainable boarding only one or two nights until
adjusted to staying away from home for longer periods.
If this short-term boarding arrangement becomes a real-
ity, consideration can then he given for a supplementary
service on the days when he is in his home community.

Facilities should permit small group or individual in-
struction, parental conferences, and teacher conferences
without interruption.

Other Specialized Personnel and
Related Administrative Organizations

Although the teacher is the professional person with
i'n7, major responsibility in organizing and managing the
instructional process, there are a number of other profes-
sional personnel who also assume major roles in the actual
development of the educational program. These indi-
viduals give an extra dimension which enhances the
quality of education and training. The number and
type of specialized personnel depend on local program
philosophy as well as special geographic and community
characteristics which affect program planning and de-
velopment

Teaching Supervisor and/or Curricutum Specialist
in Mental Retardation. As outlined M the handbook
of the Karsas Plan of Curriculum Development and In-
struction Improvement, the teaching supervisorcurricu-
Turn specialist devotes full time to instruction and cur-

riculum development as opposed to administration. Since
teachers who assume this role have exhibited competen-
cies in both an instructional setting and in participation
of in-service activities, the extent to which this program
emerges will depend on the leadership abilities which
develop at the local or regional level.

One of the major concerns of a statewide. and local
or regional program is identifying potential leaders and
working to provide a continuous plan of leadership
training. Competency is necessary it I) a range of in-
structional management and organization procedure.,. and
techniques, 2) content sequence from preschool through
adult living, 3) content emphasis and relationships be-
tween curriculum and instruction for the educable and
trainable, 4) content implications for a wide range of
abaities and geographic regions of the state, 5) relation-
ships of instructional materials to sequentitil development
of concept levels in the instruction arid learning process,
and 8) a progression of behavior objectives and reinforce-
ment procedures both at or near the same and higher
developmental levels. The competencies imply that the
leadership teacher's first concern is improvement of
instruction at the local or regional level. However, the
comprehensive nature of the Kansas program requires
that the efforts of the local or regional level be related
to total state activity.

Although the mo.t ideal ratio for the teacher-curric-
ulum specialist would be 25 teachers to one specialist, the
ratio of 35 to one is acceptable. In inner-city population
areas, however, the teacher supervisor should have a
smaller ratio of teacher3 as noted in the Kansas hand-
book. In inner-city as well as rural areas the individual
will work with a smaller number of teachers. Inner-city
speciahsts will concentrate on activities in Headstart fol-
lowup as well as closer working relationships with home
and famiiy.

This program involves a trained specialist who has
developed competencies through work experience and
inservice rather than through specialized coursework.
fhe teacher and curriculum specialist need the in-
structional setting to apply instructional experimentation.
In this respect, the training and development of the
specialist is more closely allied to business and industrial
practices rather than education.

The service program will also continue to use recog-
nized leadership personnel from the staff of selected dem-
onstration programs and regular see-vice programs. As
indicated in the Kansas handbook, this procedure gives
recognition and status to the teacher who consistently
develops an outstanding instructional program but re-
ceives little or no recognition through either a financial or
psychological reward.

The ideal learner-teacher ratio is 15 to one for the
educable mentally retarded and ten to one for the train-
able mentally retarded. Increasing this ideal depends
on the availability of a teaching supervisor or curriculum
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specialist who devotes full time to curriculum develop-
ment and instructional improvement a+ the local district
and/or on a regional district arrangement. (Part III of
this manual outlines the statewide program of curric-
ulum development and instructional improvement.)

Coordinator of Programs for the Mentally Re-
tarded. The program coordinator is basically concerned
with administration as opposed to curriculum and in-
struction. lie is a 2art of the special education staff of a
unified district with a large population. of mentally re-
tarded individuals. His duties include working with
school psychologists and other personnel on a program
assignment committee which makes recommendations
for special education services and/or rtfer.t.tls. He also
provides the admirktrative support to the instructional
setting during the initial trial placement of learners. This
support is necessary when learners with p.oblems re-
sulting from multiple handicapping conditions are as-
signed for trial placement because no other service is
availt:ile. By working with other administrative person-
nel, school psychologists and social workers, speech ana
hearing clinicians, school nurses and teachers, he can
identify populations which are, better served by other
programs. In addition, he serves as the liaison between
the educational program for mentally retarded and other
disciplines, related facilities and agencies and lay groups.
This approach provides a more realistic and consistent
communication channel than is possible for individual
teachers to develop for their particular programs.

General administrative program responsibilities in-
clude activities related to 1) providing a consistent plan
of operation for staffing and reporting for the Program
Assignment Committee which replaces Admissions Com-
mittee, 2) identifying plans for remodeling existing fa-
cilities, 3) coordinating transportation with that of other
exceptional children and general transportation, 4) budg-
eting, 5) controlling records, reports, supplies, and claims,
6) equipping new facilities (as '9 capital outlay and
instructional supplies), 7) general administrative plan-
ning with principals and counselors in attendance centers
where mentally retarded programs are housed, 8) setting
pro:notion ar.d graduation policies, and 9) developing
local administrative guidelines for program in mental
retardation.

Work Placement Specialist. Whatever the adminis-
trative form of organization developed for a given com-
munity, there are sever.il i,,,,stionablc practices from
the past which shoo' I ,idered. Perhaps the most
questionable is th;, removes the instructor from
rho educational setting for half a day. This frequently
leaves those who are not ready for community work
assignments without the instruction needed to move to
higher levels of development. The second questionable:
practice from the past is the belief that a teacher trained
in mental retardation makes the most effective work
placement specialist.
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A more realistic organiz' ,ion for the educable mentally
retarded senior high program calls for two specialistsa
teacher and a full-time work placement specialistto
serve as members of a team. In some geographic regions,
this may require that the one v,ho devotes full time to
work placement have the responsibility in more than one
community. Another variation is for one member of a
team group of teachers to devote half-time to community
placentent. This arrangement would permit at least one
instructor to be available in the facility for concentrated
instruction for those not yet ready for work placement.

Several larger schools have reorganized junior high
and senior high programs so that three administrative
levels of instruction are offered. The last level is for
those classified as juniors, seniors, and postschool. The
postschool year permits a concentrated transition to adult
living with one year of closely superviF 3 activity after
graduation from the formal senior high program. With
this arrangement, more learners are identified for partici-
pation in a specialized vocational training program or
counseled to give this phase of training consideration at
a later date.

Work placement specialists for the trainable mentally
ietirded would be provided through close working re
lationships between personnel from the local or regiona
sheltered workshop. Therefore, the leader and the work
shop personnel jointly evaluate a learner's readiness for
workshop activities. As a result, the length of time whiel
the older trainable learner will spend in the instructional
and N.orkshop setting during transition is determined or
an individual basis. If these two serva,..es are establishee:
in close proximity to each other, they should permit more
rapid transition from instruction to workshop.

A ,ation of this anangement is used for the lowe,
ability educable mentally retarded who might profit rro-c
from an initial transition program in a sheltered workshol
prior to community placement in work study. If thi
workshop experience could be, provided as a summci
program, the individual might be ready for participation
in a community work placement program during the !as'
year of high school. In this case, perhaps one additiona
year of special education wou'd be required for the lower
ability learner. This extra year could either be beNrc
or after graduation for a Lital of two years in the closely
supervised postschool program.

Itinerant Vocational Specialist in Budgeting anc
Consumer Eduotion for the Discpbrantaged anc
Handicapped. The itinerant vocal' al specialirt
both a consnitant to teachers of the c mental])
retarded and a teacher in senior high and postschool pro
grams. This individual works with either a single teach
ing unit or a Learn of teachers to provide part of th'
instruction. In areas with sinaller population cone-en
tration, an individual with this training might conctivabl
offer sections of a higher concentration of content fe
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learners wha arc not mentally retarded but need such
instruction.

The vocational specialist should not be required to
take specialized training in mental retardation. If both
the vocational specialist and the teacher of the retarded
are trained in their respective areas, they will aid each
other as resource persons in the team situation.

Such a specialist should be part of the curriculum de-
velopment activities at both the local and state levels.
P. areas where this position is only part-time, a person
from the regular vocational program should be used as
a resource for instruction and curriculum development
activities. Whether he is a full-time team member cr a
resource person, he should be included in home com-
munication. This should narrow the gap between the
instructional emphasis in the educational setting and the
practices of the home.

Itinerant or Resource Special Teacher in the Voca-
tional Se.00l. The itinerant or resource special teacher
in the vocational school is a trained and experienced
teacher of the mentally retarded who haz competence in
rel ang to specialized training programs in vocational
education. He would serve as a resource person to the
specialized vocational teachers; but some of his time
should be devoted to working with individual vocational
staff members to assist retarded learners or small groups
with acquisition of basic vocational skills. As this pro-
gram expands, the adult education needs in other areas
of adult living should be identified and arrangements
made for instruction in the vocational school or com-
munity adult education program. This procedure should
decrease the gap between the instructional emphasis in
the educational setting and the practice of the home.

Program Fccilities
A program for both the educable and trainable n,'1-

tally retarded requires space to develop highly indi-
vidualized techniques through u% of one;o-one, small
group, and total group instruction. Because of the wide
range in performance, abil.ties, and insights even in a
small chronological age group, there must be space in
which a larger number of centers can be developed.
The movement of the learner t(raard a more independent
behavior for each !earning task (academic and social)
requires a number of situations in which supervision can
be decreased. Thus, at any given time, a large number
of the learning centers in an instructional setting may be
in use.

A typical classroom of 900 square feet would be suffi
dent even though it does not lend itself well to the
needs of the mentally retarded program. At least 1,200
square feet are needed. For this ecason, many schools
have new or remodeled facilities which include a suite of
mon s with several conveniently arranged learning cr.n

ters or areas. Other s :hoots have planned a cluster of
facilities for the educable or the trainable mentally re-
tarded within a building wing in order to make better
use of learning centers which can be shared by two or
three programs.

The curriculum for the educable mentally retarded
includes academic areas of learnirg such as mathematics,
language arts, social studies concerned with practical
aspects of daily living, and specialized areas such as
shop, art, driver education, physical education and voca-
tional training. For this reason, the physi al plant should
be in a regular school setting. Since the curriculum and
instruction for the trainable is not closely aligned with
tile regular education program, cottage or separate hors-
ing is preferred. Thus learners can have a setting in a
living routine rather than instruction in an isolated aca-
demic routine.

L . ,*ng Centers or Areas Within the
F.5ciliti3s for Educable Mentally Retarded

Preschool

Large area for gross sensory motor activity, including
climbing, crawling, hopping, skipping, balancing, and
jumping.

Area for the more restricted gross sensory motor activities
such as assembling, arranging, constructing, and stacking.

Area for finer sensory motor activity as sorting, matching,
buttoning, fastening, tieing, lacing, latching, zipperin,
stirring, cutting, coloring, etc. This center may be at
tables used for several learning experiences. If this
arrangement is used, there must be storage space for
materials used for selected instruction or independent
learner activity.
Self-care area with individual storage, counter area with
lavatory or sink supplied with hot and cold water, and
nearby bathroom facilities.

Area for establishing environmental relationships with
and among ejects, things, places, and persons. This
requires space where exploration can be done individ-
ually as well as in small group instruction.
Area for audio and visual discrimination on a one-to-one
basis as well as small group lostruction with teacher.
Playhouse and fantasy area which includes puppets and
make-believe dressup items for both boys and girls.

Primary Level I
Academic area with movable furniture which can be re-
grouped to provide a range of study centers. This area
can then be used for both individual and group activity
at tables ani for floor spa .e for gross sensory motor
activity.

Counter area with sink, storage for dishes and cooking
t.tensils, and a nearby two-burner hot plate or stove.
Crooming area with dressing table, counter, mirror and
supply storage.
Quiet area where a child can go for partial isolation from
the group for a period of time.
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Audio-visual aids learning area which provides for in-
dividual as well as small group viewing and listening.
The television viewing area can be a more flexible in-
structional area if it can be moved to different locations
for varied instruction groupings.

Physical skills and sensory motor training area wim
comm. al, environmental, it specially constructed ob-
jects varied size and shape. Space should permit
indiviual as well as group activity in experimentation
while crawling and climbing, painting with large muscle
movement, and construction or assembling. One part
of this area may be ct a counter top with In overhang
which permits chairs to he placed at counter without
interference from built-in storage.

Science and general environmental learning area de-
signed to encourage individual and small group explora-
tion as well as individual responsibility.

Fantasy or make-believe area if most of the learners are
quite young. Dress-up items and hrge puppets should
be included. If there is a playhouse, furniture should be
scaled to the physical size of the learners rathe; than
the physical size of preschool-age learners.

Elementary Intermediate Level II

Academic area with movable furniture which can he re-
grouped for a range of study centers as well as individual
study area and/or floor space to permit different ac-
tivities.

Area wlv...ro teacher or aide can work with small groups
or where learners can won% without direct supervision
of an adult. This area can be two tables and individual
chairs or an arrangement where the chairs are trans-
ferred from the academic area.

Kitchen area with counter, sink, refrigerator, stove, and
storage for dishes, appliances, and cooking utensils and
supplies. This area is important if learners are to be
ready for enrollment in specialized subject areas in junior
high.

Sewing and grooming area with mirror, sewing machine,
iron, ironing board, and storage for supplies and ine'i-
vidual projects. This area is also important if learners
are to be ready for enrollment in specialized subject areas
in junior high.

Shop area with heavy duty shop tab e, at least one vise,
sews (one power saw if preparing older learners to enter
fulior high shop program), and storage for tools, paints,
nails and other equipment as well as for construction and
finishing matedals.

Display area on counter top above open and dosed sto
age space.

Quiet area where a learner with related social problems
can go if he needs partial isolation from the group for a
period of time.
Science and general environmental orientation area for
materials and models. Storage space for items not in use
should be available.
Hobby and individual independent activity area with
provision for individual experimentation.
Audio-visual center for use in individual and group learn-
ing for reinforcement of previously learned concepts. The
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television area can be more flexible if it can be moved to
different areas.

Junior High Level Ill

Academic area which may be regrouped for both small
and large group activities. Since learners at the sec-
ondary level should us.. regular school lockers, storage
space for individual supplies is not necessary. However,
mere should be storage for instructional and supple-
mentary supplies and equipment.

Kitchen area with counter, sink, stove, refrigerator, and
storage for evoking utensils, small appliances, serving
dishes, staples, and cleaning equipment and supplies.
Emphasi3 is on preparation and serving of foods appro-
priate for s=nail groups, storage of basic foods and staples,
and cleaning and maintenance of the kitchen area.

Shop area with heavy duty shop table, one vise, saws (at
least one power saw), toots, and storage for individual
projects as well as tools, materials and supplies. Empha-
sis is on reinforcement of performance levels required in
specialized academic areas related to enrollment in shop
programs, and initiation of individual and group projects
such at refinishing, making or assembling, and working
with models.

Sewing and grooming area with sewing machine, ironing
board, iron, full-length mirror, and storage for individual
profeeis. Emphasis is on reinforcing skills from the spe-
cialized course work and beginning and completing
group and individual projects.

Small group work area NIIICII may be centered around
two square tables comparable in size to those in corner
drugstores or eating establishments.

Audio-visual area which permits hoili individual quiet
listening and participation as well as group participation.

Science and environmental display and work area which
permi,s development of individual projects as well as
exploration of actual objects and media. Storage space
for individual protects and materials not in use should
also be part of the area.

Senior High Level 1V

Academic area which may be regrouped to lend itself
to adult living activities. Since the total class group will
not be in the facility at one time, the area need not be
large enough to accommodate all at once.
Social area with living room fumiture for entertaining
and assessing individual behavior i.r a social group.
When not in use for these purposes, it can be a quiet
area for individuals who need to leave the larger group.
Kitchen area with counter, sink, stove, refrigerator, and
storage for cooking utensils, small appliances, serv'r.g
dishes, an supplies. Emphasis h instruction is on prep-
aration, storage, and serving foods in a variety of adult
living home and community situations.

Sewing and grooming area with sewing machine, ironing
board, iron, full-length mirror, and storage for Individual
projects. Emphasis is on assessing, constructing and
mending clothing and related care. If a washer and

er are not in the kitchen area or a nearby setting, they
should be part of this area.

Small group work area which may be centered around



tables that can be used for serving large fam;_ii-type
groups or restaurant patrons.

Counseling area for work placement staff. Since the size
of high school program groups will vary, the location of
this area will vary in different schools. If the program is
in a multiple-staffed facilih,, it should be a part of the
specially-designed suite. However, in some schools, it
will be a part of the office area of the regular counseling
staff.

Audio-visual area may be a specially designed area or
part of the living room. It maybe used for quiet listening
or for individual and group reinforcement of previously
learned skills and knowledges.

Shop area with heavy duty shop table, tools, saws, and
storage tot individual projects and materials m required
for assessment of skill in repairs, refinishing, and making
or assembling as required in adult living.

Postschool Program

Since the postschool program will vary with the needs
of individuals as determined by follow-up studies, exist-
ing facilities will be used most freqt.ently for continuing
education activities. The general education classroom,
specially designed senior high schocl facility, shop and
home economics facilities of the high school, and spe-
cialized training areas in vocational schools or sheltered
workshop facilities might all be used for education of the
adult mentally retarded.

Suggestions for Learning Centers or Areas
Within the Facilities for Trainable Mentally
Retarded

Preschool

Area for gross sensory motor development should in-
clude large items which learners edn crawl through, over,
under, and around, to help him relate to space, things,
and shapes. These items may be locally or commercially
made and may be movable as well as stationary. Because
of nature and size, it may be necessary to plan the facility
in such a way that part of the objects are in an outside
area adjacent to the instructional facility.

Area with large items for stacking, piling, stirring, push.
ing, pulling, or propelling self which require gross sen-
sory motor action. This area helps the learner determine
relationships between objects as well as the relationship
of the learner to the movement of objects.

Environmental information area which includes objects
and pictures selected for their relationship to language
and speech development and general environmental in.
formation. Emphasis includes name, se, and/or relation-
ship to self and other individuals with which the learner
comes fn contact as part of daily living.

Environmental media area with items for establishing
concepts and relationships as texture and movement.

Audio-visual area with accent on most commln environ
ment sounds and relationships to visual objects and sit-
uations. Because of tl.e wide range in community set-
tings, many of these items will need to lyz lengthy taped
transcriptions and locally- prepared slides.

r.

Bathronn as part of or immediately adjacent to the fa-
cility. In addition to the bathroom lavatory, there should
be a sink with hot and cold water and a counter area as
part of the regular instructional facility.

Primary Level I

Continuation of selected phases from each of the above
learning areas or centers which require gross sensory
motor action. Emphasis is on the collection and use of
some items and objects of smaller size. This approach
permits more structured problem-solving for learner
interaction.

A-ea that includes relatively large geometric shapes,
figures, and objects in both three-dimensional form and
flat one-dimensional forms. Emphasis is on relationships
of the individual to shape and form.

Area for finer coordination and other initial phases of
academic learning related to developing a sight vocabu-
larj, numerical concepts, and writing.

fantasy or play area with emphasis on materials which
reinforce finer sensory motor activity and language skills
on a more independent basis as well as relating specific
environmental objects to situations and persons.

Audio-visual area which permits more structured inde-
pendent listening skills for following verbal directions.
This area should permit individual as well as group
listening or activity.

Environmental information area used for language de-
velopment as well as independent experimentation :th
such items as texture, weight, size, shape, and consistency.

Self-help and grooming area with space for storage of
individual equipment near bathroom. At this age level,
this should be a part of, or immediately adjacent to the
instructional facility.

Sink with hot and cold water and counter area should
be a part of the instructional facility. This should be in
addition to a bathroom lavatory.

Practical arts area which permits use of skills in assem-
bling, pounding or hammering, painting, matching, fold
ing, and storing, as wz11 as storage for individual projects
and activities.

Middle Years Level II

Academic area t.t tab/es where expanded t'oncentration is
given in functional academie skills of reading, writing,
and mathematics.

Practical arts area for more independent activity in sort-
ing, assembling, folding, finishing, sawing.

Kitchen area with stress on being a member of the family
group. It should accent a semi-independent behavior in
a range of roles related to family activity rather than
extensive preparation of food for a complete meal.
Personal grooming and care area with ironing board and
Iron, located near a sink to stress environmental clean/i
ness and care as well as personal and bodily cleanliness.
It should have storage for individual projects and effects.
Area for personal hobbies and interests with space for
individual leisure piojects and storage.
Area where learners eon participate in small grcr..p games
for leisure tinie with the peer group as well as family
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members. At this level, a separate space other than the
academic area is needed since situations without direct
supervision are necessary.

Environmental or science area with space for such items
as models, actual objects, and plants. This center can be
used for individual exploration and responsibility as well
as language development activities.

Teenage Level III
Academic area which permits reinforcement of social
skills, activities or games, simple food preparation and
serving, and cleaning and arranging.

Kitchen area which has a larger number of electrical
appliances than is available in the lower educational level.

Modified shop area permitting familiar use of some types
of equipment and procedures with which the learner will
come in contact in a sheltered workshop setting.
Home living area which permits reinforcement of skills
used in social settings. Emphasis should be on family
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and social group games, simple food preparation am
serving, and arranging and cleaniug.

Grooming and self-care area with emphasis on repair an<
care of personal effects, as well as peer or group interests

Audio-visual area which provides opportunities for indi
vidual and group listening, including current teenag
interests in music, pictures and activities.

Individual and group special interest a:r.a with space fo
working and storing projects, collections, games am
models.

Postscheol

Since pestschool activities vary in both type of activit;
and length of time, no specific !earning areas are identi
Red for this phase. The classroom used for tl,i3 progran
may be part of a sheltered workshop setting, near!):
night school or community adult living facility, or a par
of the community recreation program facility.



PART 11 Statewide Program of Curriculum
Development and Instructional Improvement

Basic Characteristics Of Kansas Plan

The Kansas Plan of curriculum development and in
structionai improvement is outlined in the handbook,
Kansas Plan: .7criceptual Models for Development and
Implemention of Curricular Content Structures (State
Department of Education, 1969). It differs froir ogler
programs in that teachers and learners are the major
focal point in the process. Implementation and develop-
ment become synonymous in this approach. Teachers
are therefore required to make curriculum development
and instructional improvement a way of thinking. As a
result, the content structure with which the teacher is
concerned becomes more complex than that typically
found in life experience units, textbook divisions, pack-
ages and kits, and lessons or series of programmed learn-
ing. Although each of these forms of organization is
related to a larger idea such as a life need or long range
objective, little or no consideration is given to the teach-
er's role in the instruction and learning process unless
implementation is given more emphasis.

Role of Teacher in Instructional Process

The idea of the teacher as one who imparts knowledge
or uses a prepiaaned package of content to impart knowl-
edge is obsolete. Instead, the teacher or master teacher
of a team group should be the organizer and manager
of the instruction and learning process. This approach
requires that the teacher be skilled in the management
and organization of the following:

Smaller instructional groups within the larger program to provide
for individual differences related to developmental sequences of
content and behavior levels

Procedure resulting from meshing of curricular content and or-
gan:Lotion, instructional objectives, techniques, mstertals, ac-
tivities and evaluation to enhance the process of teacher-learner
interaction.

Horizontal movement of concepts, skills, end attitudes across cur-
ricular lines to gise reinforcement of similar behavior tevets as
well as higher levels of performance.

Vertical progression of concepts, skills, and attitudes for coping
with problem-solving situations in a fluid and conic, society.

Instant feedback resulting from onthe-spot evaluation by teach
permits change while learning is in process.

Process is the key word for the teacher. As outlined
in the in-service study guide Time-Spaced Answering
Service (Series No. 4, Sunflower Mind-stretchers, State
Department of Education, 1970), process is that develop-
mental progression of relationships which change with
special treatment and the phenomenon of time. The
progression of change should result from special treat-
ment such as 1) instant feedback through progression of
immediate (mini) behavioral objectives directly related
to intermediate and adult living objectives 2) changing
the emphasis in curricular content cnd administrative
levels of instruction to synthesization rather than task
analysis 3) curricular organization based on relationships
among lasting life processes, and 4) related patterns ap-
propriate or using cognitive (problem solving) and
affective (attitudes and values) skills for numerous ex-
periences from early childhood through adulthood.

To strengthen and retrain the teacher for his new role,
consideration must be given to analyzation of the task
of developing a program consisting of a sequence of
problem-solving situations concerned with lasting life
processes. The program of retraining must also permit
professional growth for the teacher who may at first be-
lieve he is already implementing the approach or who
may be bitter or angry that recent specialized training
did not emphasize the process approach to learning.

There are three series o continuums to vhich the
teacher must attend:
Continuums of content (tasting life processes) for the specialized
sublets or content area These continuums proceed from pre-
school to adult lising. The teacher must hose both a knowledge
of the gradation points in his own level of instruction as well as
a working knowledge of the progressi...1 of behavior at all ad-
ministrative levels of instruction.

Continuum of individual performance through a series of five devel-
opmental levels of b. havior and understanding of a given knowl-
edge or skill and related undemanding:, values, and atisiudes. This
progression applies to the indisiduars ability to use facts or skills
from dependent behavior through semi-dependent, semi -inde-
pendent, indeper.lent, to automatic behavior without conscious
thought. (Note: The learner may be at different developmental
levels for two or more of the behaviors.)

Continuum of behaviors and related toots for processing selected
content situations for Teaching Sequences. This continuum de-
pends on the Eve developmental levels of indtviduah or groups
an..I the complex behaviors required for processing the content of
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the teaching sequence. For each individual or group using a
specific segment of selected content, the entry or readiness level
of behavior will vary. Since it is not possible to write all the
variations for any procedure in this area, the learning level will
determine the extent to which adjustments to pre-developed in-
structional procedeaes can be made.

The above facts indicate that large numbers of teach-
ers will be required to restructure the way they view
both the instruction and learning process and the curri-
culum content which is to be taught.

Structure of In-service Training
Since teachers usually teach in the same way they have

been taught, :n- service training must permit teachers to
experience learning through the same procesr which they
will use in the new approach. Education and large num-
bers of teacher training programs have consistently em-
ployed reward for direct recall of specific answers. This
direct recall of memorize-I facts is deeply entrenched as
a teaching procedure. It results in problems com-
pounded by 1) large numbers of teachers with little or
no formalized training in actual instructional settings or
with children, 2) many teachers have not worked with
a master teacher in a continuous program, 3) teacher
training which focuses on a narrow range of administra-
tive levels of instruction rather than on developing a
working knowledge of conceptual levels and the implica-
tions for the teacher's chosen level of instruction, 4) heavy
emphasis on things and devices for implementation with
little consideration for strengths and weaknesses of these
things and devices, and 5) individual differences among
teachers.

For these reasons, in-service training must be extended

over a period of time to permit repeated contact by
individual teachers. Selected phases of in-service activ-
ities must provide extremely concentrated learning sit-
uations. Teachers must also be able to experiment with
an instructional group and report the results for group
interaction. This arrangement requires participant inter-
action to problem-solving situations which need clarify-
ing or justifying by peers. If the program is to produce
a large number of competent individuals who can assume
leadership at local, regional, state, and national levels,
concentrated retraining of teachers must proceed beyond
that of a one or two course operation.

Pole Teacher in New Administrative Structure

."ter more than four years of working directly with
teachers of the mentally retarded, one fact is certain:
Kansas teachers, as a group, are far more competent
and have a far greater range of abilities and potential
leadership qualities than is sometimes inferred. (See
review of literature in the Kansas handbook.)

In-service activities and implementation should cap-
italize on the leadership abilities of these highly com-
petent teachers and at the same time strengthen each
teacher's competencies. The goals of the continuing pro-
gram of development and implementation proceed be-
yond a limited emphasis on materials or predeveloped
lessons and procedures to that of strengthened adminis-
trative structures. The purpose of the new types of struc-
ture is to make the bcst use of highly competent person-
nel in order to more effectively use clinical teaching skills
ar 3, hopefully, new diagnostic instruments. (See section
oi. personnel, Part I of this manual.)

Administrative Structure for Statewide Implementation

In-service training, curriculum development, and the
resulting innovative program development are functions
of both the State Department of Education and the local
school district. For this reason, the State Department of
Education has cooperated with lo& school districts in
developing a comprehensive in-service training program
covering both development and Implementation. The
administrative structure for the continuing program will
enhance this cooperative function.

Although the content structure which is developed in
the Kansas Plan handbook covers the social studies area
of Practical Aspects of Daily Living, the concepts and
model structures are appropriate for any specialized in-
struction. The administrative structure for statewide im-
plementation Is also appropriate for curricular content
development in any speciali7e3 area of instruction. This
administrative structure is developed on the principles of
business management.
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Administrative Planning Group
The Administrative Planning Croup is responsible for

working with planning commission recommendations and
placing them in an administrative hierarchy of objectives
(Hicks, pp. 51-93). These may range from objectives of
immediate concern, through those attainable but with-
held for consideration within the first period of time, to
those to be developed in the future. This permits the
restructuring of objectives as well as continuation, dele
tion, and addition of old and new objectives to provide
for implementation resulting from insights gained through
development and practice.

hierefership of this group shall include!

Chairman State Departn,ent of Education staff whose re
swnsibility is program director or coordi-o.tor of
programming in mental retardation
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Members
One local director of special education
One teacher leader or curriculum specialist for men-

tally retarded at local level
One instructional materials center representative
One teacher trainer of mental retardation

This group shall appoint a chairman and members for
each of the work groups. They will work with the pro-
gram administrator to chart in-service programs through-
out the state. This approach is necessary if activities in
any given area are to enhance the total state program as
well as local and regional programming.

Curriculum Planning Commission
The Curriculum Planning Commission reviews state

activities and provides a critical review in order to make
recommendations for the Administrative Planning Group.
This requires up-to-date written summaries from each
workgroup chairman and from the program director in
mental retardation. These summaries must include ac-
complishments and related problems as well as new
discoveries and insights. The Director of Special Educa-
tion or the Program Director in mental retardation, State
Department of Education, ..hall call the group into
session at least twice and no more than three times a year.
Membership of this commission shall include:

Chairman to be selected by membership.
One superintendent of local school districts and/or

assistant superintendent with consideration for
a" geographic regions and avoiding duplication
from any one district.

One supervisor and/m director of gei.eral curricu-
lum at local school district level

Three teacher leaders of mentally retarded, one from a
private school or hospital setting.

Two directors of special education from local school
districts or regional cooperative prograns

One local school district school psychologist to be
selected from their own professional organizat,on

One teaching supervisor or coordinator of curricu-
lum for the mentally retarded with total district
representation

One director of associate instructional materials cen-
ters to be selected by their own professional
group

One specialist in mental retardation from teacher
training programs to be appointed by their own
administrative organization

One media specialist from local district or coopers.
five program

One representative from the local level area voca
tional-technical school to be selected by the
local administrative organization

One lay parent representative of Kansas Association
for Retarded Children to b: selected by their
own local organization

One representative horn p.a.-hod education to be
selected by the local vofessional organization

Membership of the Curriculum Planning Commission
shall include members other than chairmen of work
groups. Members shall be appointed either by a profes-

sional organization or upon recommendation by the
special education staff of the State Department of Educa-
tion. The term of membership for any individual shall
not exceed three years. Work group chairmen and the
program director in mental retardation shalt serve as ex
officio members to provide any need-d information.

Work Groups for Development
And Implementation

Since committees usually f.incii-rn in a loose structure
without concentrated follow-up, administrative organi-
zation is based on work groups whose main functions
are coordinating and developing activities of specific
phases of the total prgram. These groups will 1) report
directly to the Advisory Committee through chairmen
reports and 2) report to the Administrative Planning
Group Coordinator at scheduled meetings and through-
out the plan of development and implementation. The
coordinator will be responsible for the mental retarda-
tion program in the State Department of Education.

Content Coordittelon Group
The Content Coordination Croup shall provide a tenta-

tive description and graphic c rerview of the content
structure. This structure should include possibk con-
tinuums of lasting life prose.:: es in each resource area
with identified behavior extremes at preschool and adult
levels for both educah'e and trainable mentally retarded.
The purpose of the tentative structure will be to provide
direction for 1) vertical file collections being started at
local and regional levels, 2) individual teacher experi-
mentation in developing a sequential approach which
considers possible gradation points at all instruction
levels, 3) group interaction sessions concerned with .ari-
fying and justifying individual experimentation to peers
from all instruction levels, selected resource personnel
end evaluation specialists, and 4) initial direction for
in-depth group action during intensive work sessions to
expand and refine structure and behavior through com-
bining ideas and brainstorming to identify new and
diicerent emphases and approaches.

As the program continues, this group shall determine
specific content emphasis and time sequences. They will
outline content emphasis and related conceptual levels
to provide a series of reinforcement situations which
cross curricular lines and move toward higher develop-
ment. As content structures become better established,
they will be responsible for both the horizontal and vet-
t: al mov:ment of content and development of the flow
chart.

By working closely with personnel in development
sessions when total content is studied, they will be able
to avoid duplication. A record of content assignments
will be kept for this purpose. The chairman must main-
tain a working knowledge of leadership personnel who
can assist the groups and assume special assignments.
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In addition, the Content Coordination Work Group
will secure resources and personnel by assisting local
groups in identifying types of personnel reo 'red and by
-eviewing the structure as it is being developed by the
entire group. R is the legal responsibility of the Director
of Special Education to work cooperatively with schools
in developing curriculum within the state. However, a
program that is more closely coordinated with the total
program of mental retardation would result by transfer
of this responsibility to the staff member who is program
dircaor or coordinator of programs in mental retardation.
Membership of this work group shall include:
Chairman director of programs or mentally retarded in

State Department of Education.
One representative o, MC (Instructional Materials

Center) staff.
Three teachers and/or teacher leaders, one with ex-

perience at the elementary level of instruction,
one with experience at the secondary level of
educable, and one wit:: experience in education
of trai:iable mentally retarded.
local director of special education.
representative from vocational education.
representative from teacher training in mental
retardation.
director of general education curriculum from
local public schools who has had working con-
tact with implementation in the program.

This work group shall meet as a whole no less than
three days a year or as niany days as required for con-
sideration of responsibilities. One session shall be sched-
uled when the meeting for statewide coordination of
content is conductc:: in the fall. In addition, sub-groups
may be formed by the chairman for work with specific
problem areas, review of specific written procedures
from the field before referred to writing groups, or con-
sultation to writing groups developing a finished product.

instructional Material C"Jrdination Group
In order to determine which suggested materials sho ld

be developed and in order to encourage local distri:ts
and associate materials centers to make collections, the
Instructional Material Coordination Group shall study
the teaching sequences ready for field testing. It shall
identify instructional materials which require more tech-
nical production, referring these needs to a specialized
media center.

Because of the group's function, the chairman should
be a director of a local associate instructional materials
center, state office program director of instructional
materials centers, or a media center director.
Niembenhip of this work group shill include:
Chairman to be appointed.
One teacher leader who works with teachers of both

trainable and educable mentally retarded.
One director of special education from a district with

no Pssocia te materials center.
One media specialist.
One (at least) vurce person competent in related areas of

cortent (subject to change with the r tent
eider consideration).

One
One
One

One
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Rewriting Groups

Experience shows that although compact -egrucnts of
content procedures can and shot& be solicited from the
field, there is a need for writing specialists who will either
rewrite for a refined product or who will delegate this
authority to others. The Rewriting Group would receive
written content from the field after it is first screened by
the Content Coordination Group.

The ideal arrangemeif, for their placement in the total
plan would be attached to a center such as an associate
instructional materials center. If additional support is
required, there can be writing specialized team groups
organized where personnel arc available. Wherever the
writing group is organized, it must nave access to teach-
ers and resource pc-scnncl with whom its members can
talk through procedures under consideration. These writ-
ing groups ild meet for concentrated work, developing
a finished pri. act, over an interval of time, and return to
meet with a Content Coordination representative for
final staffing after co.ni leting initial field testing.

During the initial phases of development, there should
be one such writing group. The addition of groups would
depend on the number of identified writers located
through the in-service development sessions.

Field Testing and Initial Evaluation Work Group

The Field Testing and Initial Evaluation Work Group
shall be responsible for disseminating written teaching
procedures for field testing (teaching sequences) and
developing procedures to obtain detailed feedback to aid
content writing groups making revisions. They would
determine the differences among groups of teachers with
intensive training, those with only an initial introduction,
and those with no initial contact with the Kansas Plan
procedure. The group should present the Content Co-
ordinating Group with complete comments and sugges-
tions from the field before it is sent to the Writing Groups
or Instructional Materials Group. If this step becomes
part of the development process, initial phases could he
changed to avoid continuing practices which confuse
teachers in the field.

Objectives

Because of the nature of activities involved and the
necessity for maintaining an approach that permits the
creative thought necessary for innovation, consideration
should be given to a plan based on a developmental goal
structure. This plan, based on management techniques,
permits a hierarchy of objectives from immediate, obtain.
able, to visionary. After a complete listing of objectives
for implementation, an administrative group structures
the list into a developmental hierarchy for the first year.
Those listed as 'immediate" should concern the staff
during the first period of time, with those 'anticipated to
be necessary" throughout the first year of operation.

As each period of time in the project schedule. is near



completion, an evaluation should be conducted to de-
termine which objectives should be discarded, which
continued at a higher level, which moved from the at-
tainable to the immediate level, and what new visionary
objectives should become part of the project. This peri-
odic evaluation of objectives permits continual change.
The result is a series of developmental activities directly
related to new knowledges, insights, facts, and resulting
approaches unforeseen when the project was originally
designed.

Objectives for Consideration by
Planning Commission

Continue development of selected demonstration pro-
grams at all instructional levels and in all geographic
regions of the state. Selection of programs will be based
on considerations for a range of new types of administra-
tive organization using multiple staff team groups where
sufficient population and/or age span permits and other
criterion measures as outlined in Part V of Kansas hand-
book.

Identify points of gradation on a tentative content struc-
ture through teacher interaction in in-depth study ses-
sions and through coordinated efforts with field testing
group and evaluation team specialists.

Devise a series of study guidelines (Sunflower Mind-
stretchers) as part of State Department plan of inserviee
by mail to use in a training session for writing personnel
and to aid in identifying teachers who can serve on
writing groups.

Continue procedure of developmental series of concen-
trated in-service special institutes during the summer
session. This procedure will provide a structure for ex-
panded training of leaders, It will also provide situations
required to develop and refine written teaching proce-
dures and further clarify gradation points on content
continuums.

Develop a flow chart to graphically represent the rela-
tionships within all areas of selected content.

Review the advisability of employing the certification
regulation that the State Department of Education may
grant yearly approval of teachers of trainable on the
basis of participation in an approved in-service training
activity. This approach if adopted would grant approval
for participation in the local section of the statewide in-
service under the direction of a trained local or regional
leader.

Recognizing in-service training activities as a supple-
ment to teacher training requirements by requiring that
continued approval be based on a specified number of
clock hours spent in in-service training.

Consideration of procedure in which local board of ed-
ucation would grant salary increments for teachers on
the basis of a selected number of clock hours in in-service
activities under an approved leader.

Assist local leadership through local ttedia specialists
to work in conjunction with the Associate Materials Cen-
ter staff and local district or regional staff to develop
special instructional material and vertical file collections
for tentative content structure, This should be developed

so that there is no duplicating of teachers' functions.
Persons working with associate center personnel should
also work with the program director to develop a realistic
approach and make arrangements for selected centers
to concentrate on a specialized area that could be du-
plicated for depositories in other centers as well as M
local level depositaries.

Devise systematized in-service acti,,ities for a given
school year which permit the development of numerous
areas of concern for consideration in the state's collec-
tive in-service groups. This procedure requires a work-
ing knowledge of competencies of leadership personnel
and group participants at the local and regional lrs,n1s.
The collective efforts of local groups should then (...on-
centrate on carefully selected group activities suc'l as:
Writing into the tentative content structure brhavioral objectives
which proceed from mini (immediate) through intermediate
(teaching sequence) to long-range adult living beha-.1ors,

Establishing classroom management techniques and pro,..euures,
analyzing or synthesizing selected content to identify .b urges in
the tentative schedule and possible gradatinn points in the total
content,

Identifying and evaluating current instructional material and pro-
cedures for further development of ten'ative content structure,

Developing sertfical files for local and regional depositories,

Restructuring previous continuums of content, thlough rewriting
and/or adding new teaching sequences for a broader range of
process patterns, environmental situations, and more effective re-
inforcement through crossing of curricular lines,

Developing and/or refining selected areas of content structure,

Writing teaching sequences 1,,r selected content area with consider-
ation for extremes of behavior from preschool through adult living,

Developing packets which provide variations of previous materials
to change the entry level of performance.

Reviewing current Sunflower Mind Stretcher Guidelines
to present continuing higher orders of study materials for
use in in-service and to identify areas of concentration
which require additional reinforcemehr before revision.

Identifying and initiating a writing program with a spe-
cified number of inserviee groups during the school year.

Consideration of procedure in which program approval is
based on local schools giving teachers one day of release
time (with learners not in session for the day) per
month for each of the eight months following the first
month of school,

Initiating a plan for summer institutes on more than one
developmental level and at least five state areas working
on content during the school year in order to yield at least
50 workable teaching sequences (representing a range of
process patterns) each year. This should result in a plan
which does not require initial field testing by the teacher
in the same year that a sequence is king developed.

Identifying types of instructional materials which require
more specialized production as loops and special selected
films, and soliciting production by the specialized staff at
a selected media center.

Initiating a systematic plan of dissemination which uti-
lizes teacher leaders as consu;tants as well as co-authors
of selected written outlines, summaries, and reviews. In
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addition, dissemination to include speaking engagement.;,
filming, video taping, etc.

Source of vvgritten Teaching Procedure:

There will, no doubt, be as many teaching sequences
written as there were experience units written in the past.
However, it is one thing to select a topic r.t random and
to write a sequence; it is another to proceed beyond the
task analysis phase to develop relationships which pro-
vide the unified structure for the total curriculum. Kan-
sas, educators concerned with upgrading the quality of
education for the mentally retarded must work toward a
unified structure which uses 1) process patterns to avoid
needless duplication in writing, 2) a cross-checking sys-
tem to determine the extent to which patterns of process
have been adequately sampled, 3) gradation points of
development from preschool through adult living, and
4) content emphasis for both educable and trainable men-
tally retarded.

The above approach requires the coordinated efforts
of many. Field experience indicates the task is monu-
mental. However, the first year of statewide implemen-
tation has shown that the task is not as monumental as
it first appears. Perhaps the most difficult item is deter-
mining gradation points in the continuums of content.

Kansas population ranges from rural to lar,v, metro-
politan and suburban areas. If personnel in all areas of
the state work cooperatively with field efforts, :he de-
veloped procedures should give broader coverage than
usnal'y found in most recent curriculum development
programs. Despite the size of population sampled on a
statewide, regional, or national basis, a major problem
s. ith the development of the process approach will be
the teachers with sufficient exposure to the procedure to
use written methods rather than material.

If the voluminous possibilities for content are to result
in pattern samples which will effectively utilize both staff
and time, comprehensive long range planning is neces-
sary. Coordinated efforts of personnel will help avoid
.:plated or fragmehted content activity.

Sour 'es of written ta.aching sequence proc.dures
should, then, result from activities such as 1) advanced
school year groups in in-service training, 2) advanced
leadership training groups during the summer session,
3) specialized writing sessions organized for working
with specific content areas, 4) selected sequences so-
licited on an individual basis to complete a continuum
of previously developed content, or 5) participating
seminar groups.

Evaluation

Because of the comprehensive nature of the Kansas
Plan which bases program development on retraining of
the teacher in many facets of curriculum development
and instructional improvement, the program becomes
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difficult to evaluate. This fact is further compounded
by the process approach to content which is now being
developed and which uses both judgment and emotion in
the learning processes. Therefore, it recp ires not only a
new approach to evaluation but also consideration as to
that of providing the 'lest evaluation of attitudes and
values which develop over a period of time to represent
the individual's behavior or performance.

Inservice programs at the local level can be evaluated
by the extent to which pkrticipants have attained the
stated behavioral objectives for the year. Movement of
in-service activities t, those which require higher develop-
mental levels of performance from the participants can be
determined by analyzation of behavioral objectives stated
in successive studies.

Evaluation of procedures related to retraining of the
teacher can also be obtained through analyzation of
1) audio and video tapings, 2) controlled observation
reports taken while instruction and learning is in process,
and 3) changes in content emphasis which the teaCaer
selects for presentation. In addition, the teacher's ability
to sequence instructional content and enmesh it with
other components of the instruction and Icianing process
is also one facet v.hich should be studied when the effec-
tiveness of the program of in-service is being determined.

Evaluating the use of both cognitive (problem solving)
and affective (attitudes and values) skills in the learning
process should be undertaken when samples of prede-
veloped procedures from several appr ,aches to learning
through problem-solving are availab:, for use. Selected
teachers as well as curriculum spa arsts skilled in the
various approaches should be available as consultants
to the evaluation team. The use of multi-specialist con-
sultation to the evaluation team should aid in the formu-
lation of new evaluation procedures and/or instruments.
Evaluation personnel working in this capacity sl-.ould
have imple time tc, develop, evaluate, redevelop, and
re- evaluate many times before moving the procedure into
the field of service.

Dissemination

Dissemination f infonration and approaches is z nec-
essary function of program activities. However, if in-
formation is to be disseminated with consideration to
stages of program development, revision and resulting
levels of refinement, and consistency in technical inter-
pretation with consideration for expanding concepts, the
deeisi---, as to what, when, and how information is to be
d' seminated is a responsibili of the program director
who works in consultation with those in the field as well
as those directly involved in d ssemination procedures.

Because of the involvement of teachers in all phases of
development and implementation, the leadership person-
nel from the teaching ranks will be utilized in all phases
of dissemination procedures (both instate and out of-
state). This approach provides another dimension of



psychological reward for leadership teact.....3 as it places
dissemination in the area of field act:on where dev.;lop-
ment and implementation have resulted in program de-
velopment. Because of the scope of leadership functions
which teachers assume and the magnitude of the reoed
concepts and bases of program de"elopment. coordina-
tion of personnel involved in disserninatic, then, rests
with the program di: -ctor.

The above factors indicate that the consistently planned
dissemination progr nil should result in a developmental
progression of supptementari procedures. These supple-
mentary procedures will be for training both In the area

of in-service training of teachers and in the instruction
and !earning process of !earners as well as in the inter-
pretation of related concepts.

If dissemination procedures are to result in extensive
coverage of activities, they should include publications,
graphic outlines, charts, pIctures, tines, films, otc., as well
as a combination of techniques and procedures. This
combination of techniques as well as the scope and tech-
nical consistency of developmental levels of concepts will
provide the dimension necessary to continually move
pae;cipating professional personnel to higher levels of
functioning.
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PART IIISummary of Administrative Regulations
for Establishing Public School P, ograms for the

Mentally Retarded

Standards for program development appear through-
out the contents cf the manual on Program Planning and
Development in Education for the Mentally Retarded.
However, a summary of the basic regulatory considera-
tions is heing provided.

Personnel working to initiate and administer programs
for the mentally retarded with consideration for the
unique needs of the local community should find helpful
information throughout Parts I and 11 of the manual.
Therefore, the following statements provide an overview
rather than planning guidelines.

Schools shall provide services for both educable and
trainable mentally retarded by September 1, 1974. This
service may be provided within the attendance centers
of the local school district or through cooperative arrange-
ments wit'A other districts. This latter arrangement will
require that learners be transported to an attendance
center in another district or a center in o..vn district
which fs also attended by learners from other cooperat-
ing districts.

All program units for both educable and trainable men-
tally retarded shall provide a full-day of instruction for
learners. Exception will be only as listed below:

Individual learners who have been identified as being unable to
cope with a full-day of instniction. The identification of learners
receiving part-time instruction shall be through organized staffing
by a Placement, Referral, and Promotion Committee composed of
rmbers such as Director ol Special Education, school psycholo-
gists, school nurse, principal, teachers, etc.

Approved programs will be based on a program unit with
qualified personnel. A program unit for educable shall
not exceed one teacher per fifteen learners in a full day
of instruction if the C. A. spread is 3 years or greater.
One additional student may be added per each year the
C. A. spread :5 reduced up to a maximum of 17 students
per class. A program unit for the trainable shall not ex-
ceed a ratio of one teacher per 10 learners in a full day
of instruction. Exceptions for exceerl;ig the teacher
learner ratio are PS listed below.

a. Enrollments in trainable programs utilizing one teacher and
one side may be increased by special conference with state
staff which results in written agreement prior to time appli-
cation h to be submitted. Consideration will be given to
facilities, centers of leaming within the facility., age and
developmental leve. of learners, and training and com-
petency of gaff.
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b. Enrollment in programs fur educable may be increased
through the use of aides only if 1 cuiriculuii specialist or
teaching supervisor who devotes time to instructional Im-
provement and curriculum development as opposed to ad-
ministrative responsiAities is available. Ratio of a full-
time curriculum specialist to teachers shall not exceed one
per 3.5 teachers while one per 25 teachers is to be pre-
ferred. The number of teachers with whom curriculum
specialist works should remain flexible and dependent upon
other variables as number of miles traveled between classes,
ocher responsibilities, etc. A more comprehensive descrip-
tion of role of this indiva.:ual and training requirements for
this position may be found in the section on personnel and
procedures for one-the-job training as listed in Part 11 of this
manual.

c. Exceptions to class emollments Should also take into con-
sideration the circumstance relating to a student who moves
into a school district during the school year and has been
aitendiag a special class prior to his move.

Programs shall he designed specifically for mentally re-
tarded (either educable or trainable) with flexible limits
to be determined by use of individual psychological eval-
uations given by school psychologists or clinical psycholo-
gists approved by the State Office. Other considerations
which should be included in data used for staffing indi
vidual cases are the long range potential level of perforrn-
ance of the individual learner, present level of perform-
ance, social adustment, related handicapping conditions,
and a plan of continuing re-evaluation and staffing esery
three years or more often if individual behavior so indi-
cates a necessity.

a. Educable mentally retarded program planning shall he for
those individual learners with flexible 1. Q. limits betvveen

to 60 and 75 to 80 (as a result of the use of a batteiy of
psychological instruments and technique::) who shiliit nec-
essity for supervised semi-inder,,ndent perfo.mance as a

child and potential for semi-independent or independent
adult living.

b, Trainable mentally retarded program planning shall be for
those individual learners with flexible I. Q. limits between
30-3.5 and 50-55 (as a result of the use of a battery' of
psychological instruments and techniques) and exhibits
potential which necessitates close supervision as a child and
a plan of semi-dependent living as an Adak

Program units for educable mentally retarded shall be
housed within a school plant that provides education
services for regular education learners of comparable
chronological age (See more detailed specifics under
the section on facilities). Classroom size for special edu-
cation containing 900 1200 square feet is required.
However, upon special msideration v. school may make
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an appeal (prior to application) for usiog a facility which
shall be at (cast the size of the average classroom within
the, building housing th: pecial education program.

Prog.em units for trainable shall be housed either within
a wing of a regular education facility with learners of
comparable physical size, in separate cottage housing, or
within a complex of a sheltered work setting if program
unit is for older teenage learners (See more detailed
specifics under the section on facilities). Classroom size
for special education containing 900 to 1200 square feet
is required. however, upon special consideration a
school may make =In appeal (prior to application) for
using r. facility which shall be at least the size of the
average classroom within the building housing the spe-
,ial education program.

Itinerant teaching ands for educable mentally retarded
shall have the use of a facility which permits small group
or Individual instruction, parental conferences, and
teacher conferences (without interruption) wireil each
facility in which participating learners are enrolled.

Teacher qualifications for approval shall be those listed :n
the current Certificate Handbook. Specialists in the cur-
riculum development and instructional improvement shall
be trained through in-service sessions organized as a part
of statewide curriculum activities. Continued approval
of programs shall be based on teacher participation in a
minimum number of in-service hours. Part of the in-
service hours shall be taken during intensive summer
sessions which provide college credit.

Special Education reimbursement shall be as outlined in
current publication, "Amounts and Types of State Rcim-
bu:sement Available to Public Schools for Special Edu-
cation Services." (Provided, however, that special elvcses
for mentally retarded children of less than five students
shall not be eligible for full reimbursement unless with
special prior approval.) Special Education personnel and
learners shall also be used in computing Foundation
Funds for sponsoring school district. Title funds and

special grants shall also be used as long as there is no
duplication of f coding sources and are so indicated on
program applications.

Applications by local district for prior approval of special
education programs for the coming school year shall be
made to the State Office before July 1 of each year, as
required by statute.

a, Initial approval for the encumberance of funds cannot be
given unless application is accompanied by name of pro.
fessional staff for each program unit.

b. Sate Office shall be notifa.1 in writing of change; in prob. .

sional personnel after initial application and approval have
been made.

c. Team teaching program 4ppl'cations shall include ail person-
nel (it chiding ncni-certified) and specialists working part
time the program. Application for team teaching units
should designate one teacher as the master teacher who will
-ordinate team planning. (See section on Administrative

Organizat: in in Program Planning and Development Manual
for more detailed duties and responsibilities of personnel.)

Applic. tions for administrative organizations other than
those outlined in Program Planning and Development
M-.,nai shall file a written summary to be staffed with
personnel prior to submission of application for approval.
It should be noted that administrative, variations are m-
eow-aged, but that school must show that their intent is
to strengthen quality of instruction for the mentally
retarded.

Educable mentally retarded learners completing program
of studies in a Sate approved program shall receive the
same kind of graduation recognition other students re-
ceive won completion of other programs.

All school districts shall fie with the State Office ( on
School District Organization Report), a plan of imple-
mentation of the mandate in mental retardation. This
plan shall be submitted either by a single district or a
cooperative group of districts.
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